With Nonstop Wellness You Can Provide Better Employee Benefits for Less

Nonstop Wellness is a proprietary health insurance product designed for nonprofits with 50 or more employees on benefits. Nonstop Wellness provides better health benefits at a lower price point than traditional health insurance plans, while reducing administrative burdens, lowering operational costs and providing all employees access to robust first dollar coverage plan design.

**Benefits of Nonstop Wellness:**

- **First-Dollar Coverage**
  Employees get first-dollar coverage, meaning that they can go to the doctor, get their prescriptions, without a financial burden – no deductibles, no copays, no coinsurance.

- **Employer Savings**
  Employers save 8-10% on premiums compared to a traditional gold-level plan.

- **Financial Predictability**
  Health insurance premiums are level-funded with no unexpected variances month to month.

- **Control of Your Data**
  Take control of your health consumption data with real-time reporting on claim expenditures. Use to negotiate better rates and tailor employee education and plan design.

In 2019, Nonstop saved community health centers $21 million dollars on health insurance premiums* and $6.9 million dollars in employee out-of-pocket costs**.

In the midst of COVID, Boriken Neighborhood Health Center in East Harlem, New York, reduced their annual employee health benefits spend by more than $230,000 by transitioning from a traditional fully-insured health plan to the Nonstop Wellness program.

To learn more, contact Elizabeth Hodges at EHodges@nonstopwellness.com

* This data is a baseline representation of the Nonstop Wellness premiums compared to a mid-level traditional fully-funded health plan and is calculated as part of the Nonstop Wellness renewal process.

** Estimated savings based on employee and dependent consumption patterns.